
Olivia Estebanez founded Oui Digi — a photographic digital hire company — in 2015 supplying digital oper-
ators and equipment for photographic shoots. 

Prior to creating the company Olivia worked for 10 years as a digital operator working alongside renowned 
photographers from David Sims, Glen Luchford to Harley Weir, to name just a few. 

She has worked primarily in the fashion industry, but has a wide range of experience in most fields such as 
portrait, wedding, commercial, still life, architecture, interior, sport and events photography. 

A lot of changes have happened since Olivia started working with the very first version of  Capture One, the 
industry standard software for image processing. Her vast on-set experience has taught her how to best use 
the software, and to how to customise her workflow depending on the job’s requirements. 

She is now keen to share her knowledge and make Capture One accessible to all. 

Starting in Autumn 2023, we are offering Capture One Tutorial Workshops taught by Olivia Estebanez. We 
have curated a range of one day classes that cover various skillsets and levels of proficiency. 

 • Level 1: Capture One for Digital Operators — Introduction to the fundamentals of the software
 • Level 2: Capture One for Digital Operator — How to troubleshoot and respond to specific demands          
 • Level 3: Capture One for Digital Operators — How to improve your workflow and work faster 

 • Capture One for Wedding and Events Photography: How to simplify your workflow to edit faster
 • Capture One for Interior and Architecture Photography
 • Capture One for Graphic Designers: How to select, adjust and process images  
 • Capture One for Beginners

We are very keen to share our knowledge with people who want to make the best use of the Capture One 
software. 

Please reach out to us if you’d like to book your slot! 

Workshop dates will be confirmed shortly. 

Oui Digi Team 
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